
Designing with life-force energy	

is NOT an illusion.	




With���
DIRECT EXPERIENCE���
���
���
without mind,���
���
of primal forces . . . .���
���
we become���
intensely,���
intimately,���
overpoweringly,���
���
every fiber ���
of what we behold.���
���
Bring that into what you do.	  



Our souls ���
need homes ���

as much ���
as our bodies. ���

 ���
Homes for���
our spirits ���

don’t need walls ���
or roofs. ���

	

	


So create . . . .���
���

GARDENS���
OF THE���
SPIRIT 	


���
	




What about . . . .	

	


A GARDEN 
OF QI	

	

A garden . . . .	

to experience	

the wonder	

of life-force	

emerging.	

	

Life-force 	

blossoming.	

	

Life-force seeding 
new life.	

	

Life-force	

regenerating	

from the 	

hidden realms.	




ALL of the places we inhabit can be gardens of the spirit	

. . . . with qi pouring forth and filling us with energy!	




It doesn’t take 
something big 	

and expensive	

to bring energy 	

into a space.	

	

•  A crystal 

refracting 
rainbows ���
into a room, ���
	


•  Shadows of a tree 
outside moving in 
the breeze, ���
	


•  Reflections from ���
a small ���
water fountain	


All connect us with 
more of Creation.	




 
 

ELEMENTS OF ENERGETICS OF PLACE 
 
 This is my personal list of priority or significance, today.  Everyone will have their own, different one, and all 
will change as we understand more of these elements. What is important is to discover in any situation what aspects 
are significant, what ones worth attending to.  In one situation, a TV may boost self-worth and the energy of people 
in the place.  In a broader context, the sense of inadequacy bred by advertisements, program, and personal passivity 
are more certain to cause a steady deterioration of self-worth, and consequently, of the energy of the place. 

 
Element and 
Importance 

Its Nature Actions Duration 

MOVING 
BEYOND  
A  
GREED-
CENTERED 
CULTURE  

       1 

Beside this, all other actions pale.   

Damage to our body and home 
energetics from TV is far greater 
than any energetic "cures" can heal. 

Similarly massive are the negative 
impacts on our essential self-
esteem and mutual respect which 
emerge from institutional work 
patterns.   

Tourism injects cultural values of 
"taking" into our connection to 
people and place. 

 

*  participatory rather than passive 
recreation and entertainment 

*  work, learning, family, and 
institutional patterns that support 
our sense of doing valued work, 
contributing to our community, and 
acknowledging our worth 

*  all actions affirming a love- and 
life-centered world improve our 
nurture 

 

Finding alternatives to 
cultural values and 
patterns such as TV, 
tourism, and 
bureaucratic work 
patterns may offer the 
greatest and most 
enduring energetic 
benefit of any actions 
we can take. 

 

DIRECT 
RAISlNG  
AND  
NURTURE  
OF  
CHI 

      2 

Direct raising and nurture of chi is 
far more vital for community health 
than even for our individual health. 

*  group spiritual practice 

*  community ritual and energy 
raising 

*  cathartic conflict resolution 

*  internal or external chi 
adjustments, blessings 

*  use of mantras, mudras, yantras 
and visualization 

*  simple actions by individuals and 
communities involving love and 
giving, and transference to a 
society based on care and mutual 
respect may be as productive as 
community ritual or "shamanic" 
practices 

 

Sustaining direct 
raising of community 
chi is an on-going 
process.    

Repetition builds 
long-lasting patterns. 



THE  
ENERGY  
OF  
USERS 

      3 

Our energy flows are, with few 
exceptions, the largest energy flows 
in our homes and communities. 

 

*  individual spiritual practice 

*  actions which enhance our 
emotional health, self-esteem or 
sense of being of value to our 
community 

*  practices which open us to deeper 
energetic flows in our surroundings 

*  places which bring shelter, nurture, 
challenge, and harmony to our lives 

*  symbolic actions affecting our 
emotional and mental interfaces 
with our surroundings 

 

Successful individual 
changes can last a 
lifetime. 

Symbolic actions 
rarely survive the 
tenancy of a single 
user of a place or have 
the power of actions 
that actually alter 
underlying patterns. 

GOOD 
NATURAL  
CHI  
IN  
LAND  
AND  
PLACE 

      4 

Finding, enhancing, and creating 
resonance with natural flows and 
patterns of chi in place  - not for 
advantage over others, but to 
communicate and interact more 
fully - is a wonderful source of 
sustenance.   

Some chi of place comes from 
topography, some from geophysical 
anomalies, some from how we have 
attuned the places we build to 
channel and enhance those 
energies. 

 

*  "tangible" feng shui practices - 
forms and compass school, 
adjustments relative to interior and 
exterior factors such as roads, 
trees, hillsides or waterways, 
location of doors, beds, bathrooms 
or workplaces 

*  dowsing to locate and move chi  

*  calling in of energy balancing and 
enhancement 

*  design of homes, gardens, and 
communities to focus and sustain 
place energy 

 

Good natural chi in 
land and place may 
endure for millennia, 
or change tomorrow 
due to new road cuts, 
underground water 
movement, dams, 
power lines, ground 
water withdrawal, etc. 

Requires monitoring 
to verify continuation. 

ATTENTION  
TO  
INTENTION 
(LI) 

      5 

Intention, purpose, and its 
expression in the soul of a place 
can be the most accessible way to 
change the energy of a place and its 
users. 

 

*  consensus on placemaking goals 
and their alignment with goals of 
the rest of Creation 

*  clarity in the specifics of our 
actions, with those goals as 
touchstone 

*  "hara"-based practices of 
individual action and group 
decision-making 

*  ritual in the building process 

*  attitudes towards work, materials, 
and the spirit world 
 

Intention can rapidly 
change energy of a 
place, but it can be 
countered by intention 
of others or existing 
energy patterns.   

Deep intention 
embodied with 
physical actions gives 
greatest impact and 
duration. 



DESIGN - 
HARMONIZING  
INNER 
ATTRIBUTES 
AND  
PATTERNS  
OF  
PLACE 

      6 

Real harmony comes from 
intention and from right 
relationship of attributes and inner 
patterns.   

This is very much the opposite of 
conventional design that focuses on 
outward appearances. 

 

*  creating place as invisible servants 

*  tie to the cycles of nature  

*  honoring 

*  gardens to nurture our spirits 

*  connecting to our community in 
nature 

*  eliminating mirrors 

*  celebrating night, rain, and death 

*   durability 

*  building through rewarding work 

*   putting love, giving, and silence 
into the places we make 

 

Design changes may 
last as long as the 
facility, or be negated 
by other changes or 
use patterns.  

RELATION 
TO  
ANCESTORS 
AND  
THE 
SPIRIT  
WORLD 

      7 

Wholeness requires we reopen the 
doors to our ancestors, to the 
spirits, and to the non-material 
worlds - to honor, and work 
together to manifest the great 
unfolding of Creation. 

*  establishing temples, shrines, home 
alters, and sacred places 

*  learning design of "gateways" to 
the spirit world  

*  rituals and places maintaining 
ongoing connection between the 
material and spirit world  

*  design and placement of tombs as 
in traditional feng shui, scattering 
of ashes, honoring of ancestors 

 

Acknowledging and 
restoring connection 
to the spirit world can 
result in long-
enduring energy 
shifts.   

Individual actions 
may have varied 
impacts. 

CLEARING, 
CLEANSING, 
CLUTTER 

      8 

This element involves simplifying, 
focusing intention and energy, and 
eliminating extraneous diversions.   

It is often a prefatory action of 
clearing intention prior to direct 
raising of chi, enhancing the energy 
of individual users, or specific 
practices and rules.   

In our materialistic lives, it is 
valuable for letting go of the past, 
or to consider in itself.   
 

*  dealing with the inheritance of 
good or bad chi from prior use of a 
place such as death, bankruptcy, 
anger, divorce, or illness 

*  internal clearing such as fasting, 
meditation, or Zen training 

*  external purification, dealing with 
accumulated material "stuff", 
cleaning, and honoring 

*  Balancing, freeing or relocating 
bad chi and li; exorcism of ghosts  

 

Dealing with clutter 
may last minutes or 
years, depending on 
how deeply inner 
patterns are changed. 

Internal clearing can 
give life-long change. 

Clearing inherited chi 
of a place can have 
long-enduring results. 

SPECIFIC 
PRACTICES 
AND  
RULES 

      9 

Attending to specific real-world 
psychological, cultural, and 
ecological problems of people and 
place is as important and effective 
as a grand theoretical approach to a 
situation. 

 

*  taking care of lighting, sanitation, 
ventilation, structural adequacy, 
and setting needed for rituals  

*  traditional feng shui practices such 
as classic "T" intersections, heavy 
beams, or bad bed locations 

*  verifying applicability of "rules" by 
"following your tummy" - paying 
attention to what feels right 

 

Individual 



ALIGNING 
WITH  
THE  
COSMOS 

      10 

This includes symbolism 
embodying philosophical, social, 
and cosmological principles; 
astrology, numerology, five 
elements, and the feng shui bagua.   

Beyond any direct connections, 
aligning with the cosmos also 
strengthens our will and sense of 
the rightness of our beliefs and 
actions. 

Major significance, very different 
from existing beliefs and practices, 
may await discovery here.   

 

*  symbolism in house or city design 

*  astrology of place takes two main 
forms - a) birth-influenced desires 
and needs for surroundings 
(Chinese Nine Star Ki); and b) 
time-specific compatibility with 
places depending upon position in 
our personal time cycles (Chinese 
Eight Words or Four Pillars)  

*  the Elements  (Earth, Air, Water, 
Fire, and Metal in Chinese 
tradition) alert us to the qualities of 
change cycles, particularly chi-
related, to which we must relate 

*  Traditions of cosmic connection 
from different cultures for elements 
of homes, villages, and ritual  

 

Individual birth needs 
are lifelong.   

Position in time cycles 
change periodically. 

Symbolism in design 
and layout has impact 
as long as aligned 
with beliefs of society 
and affirmed in fresh 
and clear ways. 

OUTWARD 
APPEARANCE 
(HSING) 

      11 

Harmony, beauty, and balancing 
yin and yang in how things look are 
only "fine-tuning".   

Yet outer appearances do affect us 
and our perception of meaning.  
And through them we can also see 
what inner intentions are being 
manifested. 

 

*  Fine-tuning the esthetics, the 
physical expression, and the 
patterns of a place to enrich its 
ability to resonate with our hearts 
and our lives.   

*  Maintaining inner intention as a 
touchstone so as to not fabricate 
appearances at odds with what lies 
within  

 

Affected by rate of 
change in society and 
how much "fashions" 
change our sense of 
beauty or harmony. 

The best work has 
enduring value.  The 
worst loses value 
immediately. 

 OTHER...? 

      12 

Every situation provides unique 
avenues of action which resist 
codification. 

 

*  Varies Individual 

 

This is available on my website.	




	  

WELCOME ���
���

radiates���
from places ���
with a soul -���

���
offering ���

sanctuary,���
respite, ���

and nurture.	






AN ENTRY ���
inside a home ���

  ���
- separated from���

 living space – ���
���

gives time and space���
���

 to greet, ���
to shed raingear, ���

to deal with strangers, ���
to prepare for what 

waits inside.	




Before entering Saihoji, you walk ���
around two sides of the garden, ���

letting the city empty from your heart.	


In kneeling to enter a teahouse, ���
a samurai left his back exposed, ���

requiring humility and trust.	




DIFFERENT ���
INTENTIONS ���
are inherent in a ���
SACRED WORLD	


���
Austerity is not ���
DOING WITHOUT.	


It is getting rid of things ���
in the way ���
of what we ���

REALLY ���
want.���

���
	


AFFLUENCE ���
doesn’t separate ���

what is wise ���
and what is ���

merely possible.	




MORE THAN ENOUGH . . . . 	

      is not always better.	




SOMETIMES WE JUST STUMBLE-DISCOVER THINGS.	

	


New growth on a coast pine always grows VERTICALLY . . . .	




. . . . EXCEPT they seem to have an interesting habit of pointing 	

to where a lot of energy has been moving.  	


���

As I finished channeling two books, the leaders on THREE trees, ���
on different sides of my office, all pointed to it! 	


	




Unexpected deep connection 	

brings the power of magic!	

	

Removing ONE BRANCH from a tree gave this view of the mountain 
being showered by waves . . . . from the house’s bathroom shower!  	

	




JUST REACHING OUT can embrace and bring the rest of 
Creation into our homes.	  





rr	  

EVERYTHING ���
we create ���

can be more ���
than its ���

mundane role.	

	


A simple door ���
can suddenly���

touch our hands���
and our hearts	


with���
the life 	


of a tree.	  



X-RAY VISON . . . . is a powerful tool to transform 
isolation into the joy of connection.���
	

If you don’t wonder what’s there, you’ll never connect with it!	




When we know what can be connected with,	

 we can figure out a way to make it happen.	  f	  



Architects think about houses, but rarely about the world 
outside them.  ���

X-ray vision says, “Hmm . . . . south exposure, looking into 
a park with a lovely creek running through!”	




OH, MY 
GOODNESS!	


	

	

	


We can 	

go 	


outside 	

now!	




The	

life-force	

energy 	

of the rest 	

of Creation���
	

easily 	

gives us 	

more joy 	

and fullness ���
	

than the skill 	

of any 	

architect.	




PART OF���
SOMETHING ���

GREATER	

	


Focused ���
on ourselves,���

���
our places deny ���
the unity of all.���

	

Connection with ���

the greater truths ���
of otherness ���

���
has more import ���
than minutiae ���
of our lives.	
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DESIGN IS DIFFERENT���
IN A SACRED WORLD.	


	


Place, not space -���
our world extends beyond���

the spatial realm.���
	


Relations, not structure -���
connection is primary.���

	

Meaning, not aesthetics -���
inner aspects are central.	


Love, not dazzle.	

	


Deep truth is the heart ���
of design.	
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EXTRAVAGANCE	  	  

is the economics ���
of nature	


remember . . . 	




Tourism ���
takes from a place.���

���
Pilgrimage ���

brings a gift -���
���

of valuing, honoring,���
and loving.���

���
It leaves behind ���
our reverence.���

	

This enriches���

the energy of a place -���
���

and what it ���
can give us.	




Can your computer put	

PASSION	

In a building?	


	


ECSTASY ���
is a natural state,	


when open ���
to the wonder 	

of creation.	


	

All acts ���

of pleasure and joy	

touch truth, ���

gratitude, and love.	

	


Life-force energy ���
rides emotion,	


bringing us ���
into oneness 	


with the source ���
	
of life.	




LIVING IMAGES	

	


Energy ���
and healing���

await ���
beyond ���

our material realm.	

Energized places,���
objects, images,���

open access ���
to those realms.	


	

They are a tool���

to design fullness���
into our lives.	
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SACRED 
WORK	


���
Deep skill ���

remains invisible	

 ���

until we grasp ���
the profundity ���

of the tasks ���
attempted.	


���
Its product 	


���
is���

understated ���
beauty.���

���
	




We don’t have to know ���
HOW to do anything.���
���
Just show up, ���
and speak that truth.	

 ���
it calls in the energy ���
and power ���
���
for what ���
is right ���
and ���
needed.	


See The Shrine of the Mountain and the Waters on my website.	  



When we dance with the 
sacred, we are NEVER in 
control.  ���
���
���
LET GO!���
Don’t even try!  ���
���
Places of power emerge 
from loops of karma ���
far beyond ���
our comprehension.  ���
���
Respond,  give,���
discover something 
unprecedented ���
to call into being.	


For the wild details of the TABLE ROCK ENERGY PORTAL,	

see my ACS6 PPT presentation on my website.	




I was baffled ���
when the spirit guides said, ���

“NO . . . . no windows ���
to the garden.”	


What they wanted was total and single focus  ���
. . . . on the garden when in the garden ���

. . . . in the sanctuary when in the sanctuary.	


CO-CREATION . . . .	




IT WAS OVERCAST WHEN THE SANCTUARY WAS CONSECRATED.���
  ���

The bishop entered with his staff, ���
struck the floor, ���

and declared the sanctuary sacred.	


The sun burst forth,���
 casting shimmering infinity symbols ���

on the walls.���
  ���

We all gasped!	




GATEWAY TO 
SACRED SPACE	


	

An energized font – 	


���
a single ���

4000-pound ���
crystal ���

of ���
columnar basalt -���

	

 gateway ���

to the ���
sanctuary ���

���
AND to the ���

sacred garden.	




Acknowledging 
“unmentionables” 

such as death, 
money, or sex ���

opens and deepens ���
new possibilities:	


	


DEATH	


. . . . is the ���
compost���

	

out of which���

richer life ���
arises . . . .	




That ���
metaphor,���

���
in a ���

memorial ���
garden,���

���
transforms���

our���
attitudes���
towards���
death���

���
. . . and life.	




Names, ���
and lives,���

���
of those crossed 

over . . . .���
 ���

seen through 
reflections ���
of water, ���

trees, ���
and sky . . . .���

���
remind us ���
of rebirth ���
and the���
oneness ���

���
of all life.	




WHOLENESS says ���
to remember to share . . . .	


. . . . even with ���
a bear!	




Reserve space for other life.	




CELEBRATE	

RAIN . . . .	


	

	

	

and ���

everything ���
else.	




Have you ever walked down ���
a waterfall?	


���
. . . . don’t 

put it ���
in a pipe!	




WATER, ���
sun, ���
rain, ���
trees	

	

All 	

help us 	

nestle 	

into 	

oneness.	




YES, we CAN	

	

GIVE	


something	

���

to our	

communities!	


 	




ALL ACTION ARISES���
FROM STILLNESS.���

���
All sound ���

from silence.���
���

Interval ���
is a place ���

of transformation.���
���

Within all things���
lie invisible seeds.���

���
Potential unfolds ���

as opportunity arises.���
	




A BUILDING ���
���
more ���
magical���
in the ���
worst ���
weather���
���
is truly ���
in harmony���
with ���
its world.	




Create���
ALIVENESS	


	

Leaf shadows	


dance in sunlight ���
on the floor.	


	

Sun-rippled water 	


reflects on the ceiling.	

	


Sounds ���
of water and birds 	


through ���
open windows.	


	

The richness and joy 	


of life dancing ���
with life	


can fill our places.	

	  



THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF EFFICIENCY 	

. . . . and differences between ���
efficiency and effectiveness.	




USING OUR SKILLS���
enriches our community.	




A.I.A. National Sustainable Design Award, 2001���
“Top 10 Green Buildings” award, 2002.	




TREE TEMPLE���
���

Cleaning up a local state 
park trail hammered by ���

a huge windstorm,���
���

I found that working 
with the same energy ���
as designing buildings 

spoke where ���
to “tune” – ���

(trim and prune).���
���

What resulted ���
was a forest filled with 

that openness ���
and energy.	




GIVE . . . .	

is a four-letter word . . . . ���
that transforms everything we do.���
	

A low wall, or steps, that can also be sat on ���
GIVES a place to sit – as a bonus – without purposefulness, 
extra cost, or intention that you SHOULD sit there.	




EDGES ���
are important.	


	


Where different worlds 
meet,���

in-between realms���
are formed.���

	

Doorways,���

window seats, ���
porches, ���

and verandahs -���
���

interweave���
the magical worlds���
of inside, outside, ���
and in-between.	
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OVERFLOWING SKILL, ���
LOVE FOR WHAT WE WORK WITH.	


These are what endure and are sustained.���
Be transformed by the souls of all we touch.	




Here, crashing waves and 100 mph 
winds on one side of a house are 
balanced by a peaceful, still ���
garden on the other side.  ���
	

. . . . ahhhhh . . . .	


BALANCE	

We can often benefit 	

if strong energies in a place ���
are not negated . . . . ���
but brought into balance.	

	




SKILL	

	


The outer product 	

of places ���

made with skill	

shows what can be 

achieved.	

	


The more important 
inner product 	


expands competence, ���
creates joy, ���

self-esteem, and	

ability to give.	


	

	


Copies have no vigor.���
	


Power 	

lies in new creation.	




Making the invisible visible enriches connection.	  

Ice crystal window                             A wind garden	  



	  

WHAT WE KNOW 
INTIMATELY,���

WE COME TO LOVE.���
���

What we love,���
we hold inviolate.���

	

Sacredness ���

is the central basis���
of ���

meaningful lives ���
and ���

enduring societies.���
	


Design intimately 
through the���
realms of qi.���

That generates 
places we love.	




HONOR���
OTHER ���
LIVES	


���
The contortions ���
of an old tree,���

like the wrinkles���
of an elder,	


tell the adventures ���
and struggles���
of their lives.	


There lies power���
worth sharing –	


honoring the souls���
given up���

into making 	

our buildings���
and our lives.	
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CONNECTION���
Connection���
Connection	


	

. . . . with the circling ���
of the sun and moon.���

���
. . . . with the rhythms ���
of the day and season.���

���
. . . . with the darkness ���

which shows us ���
the stars.���

���
Without it, ���

we feel emptiness.	




REMEMBER TO OPEN . . . .  	

how else can hummingbirds land on your finger? 	




SILENCE	

���

is often ���
missing ���

in ���
our lives. 	


It gives room ���
to breath in ���

the rest ���
of Creation.	




SILENCE!	

	


the invisible joy���
���

of the absence���
���

of motors,���
refrigerators,���
dishwashers,���

furnaces,���
washing machines,���

and televisions!	


An ���
outside-vented 
cool-box.	




The ALIVENESS . . . . of SILENCE . . . . takes us deep.	  



MIRRORS	

reflect only surfaces.	


	

They focus attention ���
on outer appearance���

rather than ���
inner nature,���

���
diminishing ���

our self-esteem ���
every rumpled morning.���

���
Even small things ���
change the energy ���

of a place ���
and our lives. 	


	




INVISIBLE ARCHITECTURE . . . .���
���

ARCHITECTURE ���
as���
SERVANT���
���
���
This living room isn’t dramatic.  ���
No cathedral ceilings, ���
no dynamic architecture.  ���
���
	


ITS ROLE 	

IS TO BE INVISIBLE -���

���
to focus 	


our attention ���
on a greater 
opportunity – ���

���
deep connection ���

between our hearts 
and the ocean.	  



INVISIBLE���
SERVANTS	


	

True gifts���
of a place���

don’t call attention���
to their presence.	


���
What shouts,���

leave out.	

���

The gift is important,���
not the giver.	




This presentation, my source-linked ACS7 paper, ���
and ACS6 materials are available on my website, tombender.org ���

���
More detailed information is available in my:���

���
BUILDING WITH THE BREATH OF LIFE���

���
SILENCE, SONG & SHADOWS���

���
CAVE TEMPLES OF INDIA DVD���

���
PHYSICS OF QI DVD ���

���
and various of my articles source-linked from my website indexes:���

���
ENERGETICS OF PLACE ���
LIFE-FORCE ENERGY ���

ARCHITECTURE AND THE SACRED ���
SOCIETY WORTH LIVING FOR	




May you dance always with the Breath of Life!	
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